BIO LORELEI MATZAU
Born in Denmark 1969, Lorelei graduated as a psychologist from the University of Copenhagen,
was authorized by The Danish Supervisory Board of Psychological Practice and has 20 years of
experience as a psychologist. Lorelei also has a degree in business administration from the
Copenhagen Business School.
Since 1995, Lorelei has worked in organizational contexts as a psychologist, and she has
developed and headed organizational and leadership development projects for a wide range of
international companies. Lorelei has acted as a coach and advisor and given seminars and
lectures for many years in a number of countries, including Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany,
France, US, the Netherlands and the UK.
Lorelei is the owner and CEO of Matzau Business Psychologists – a Copenhagen based
coaching- and consultancy company, comprising of 10 business psychologists specialized in stress
management, and working with developing people, companies and organizations. (www.matzau.dk
& majkenmatzau.com)
Lorelei is the author of five books, and she has recorded five albums of sacred music, guided
inner journeying and meditation.
As a prominent expert on psychology, Lorelei is frequently featured in the news media. In her role
as a psychological expert, she is affiliated with leading national news papers and magazines.

BIO LORELEI MATZAU
As a business psychologist Lorelei is known as Majken Matzau, whereas she answers to her
other name Lorelei in her role as a ceremonialist and crystal singing bowl artist.
As a life long musician Lorelei combines her psychological and spiritual work with the
transformational and meditative frequencies of alchemy crystal singing bowls, which she plays at
her concerts and ceremonies. Lorelei works with more than 50 astonishing alchemy crystal singing
bowls – all produced by Crystal Tones in the US.
Lorelei is the owner of Lorelei’s Concert Hall in Copenhagen, where she plays concerts and
conducts ceremonies for large audiences. Lorelei’s Concert Hall is a magnificent 200 years old
mansion in Copenhagen, that in it self is a vortex of swirling energies and cosmic sound. The
majestic and daring interior decorating of the mansion has put Lorelei’s Concert Hall in various
international magazines.
Lorelei has practiced meditation as well as inner journeying since her childhood, when she
learned meditation techniques, visualization and various yogic practices as part of her mental
training as a top competitive swimmer.
Lorelei has engaged in extensive meditation programs in Hawaii, Nepal, Egypt, Tibet, Peru, The
US and many other countries, and for the past 20 years, she has both taught sacred inner
journeying and conducted deeply transformative meditation ceremonies for large audiences.

LORELEI’S ALCHEMY CRYSTAL SINGING
BOWLS
Lorelei works with Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls both as a musician, a psychologist and a
ceremonialist. She plays her Alchemy Crystal Bowls at concerts, ceremonies and workshops.
WHAT ARE CRYSTALS?
Crystals are fossilized water, formed when water combines with an element under certain
conditions of pressure, temperature and energy. Silica sand, combined with water becomes
quartz crystal. Quartz crystals have many physical properties. They amplify, transform, store,
focus, and transfer energy.
Our bodies, too, are crystalline in structure. When working with crystals, there may be
profound effects on the organs, tissues, and cells, as well as the circulatory, endocrine, and
metabolic systems.
Crystal singing bowls are traditionally white frosted bowls made from 99.992% pure crushed
quartz and heated to about 4000 degrees F in a centrifugal mold. They come in a variety of
sizes, ranging from 15 cm – 61 cm in diameter.

LORELEI’S ALCHEMY CRYSTAL SINGING
BOWLS
The Alchemy crystal singing bowls that Lorelei play, however, are made of a wide variety of
different pure quartz crystals that have been infused with gemstones and precious metals.
Eg. Celestite, Ruby, Gold, Emerald, Platinum, Sunstone, Diamond etc. Hence the “alchemy”.
Each bowl thus has a variety of effects that interact which each other in ever expanding
alchemies; clearing, activating, restructuring, rebalancing and healing the audience.
The Alchemy bowls are lighter and more exquisite than the white classic frosted crystal
singing bowls. The Alchemy bowls emit a pure, cosmic sound that expands into a multitude
of vibrant overtones. Through sound, vibration and intent they assist in clearing blockages,
activating chakras and elevating our state of consciousness to ever more refined levels.
Lorelei works with more than 50 Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls that are all produced
by Crystal Tones in California, US.
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